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FOREWORD

We are pleased to offer you our Scholarly insight Spring 2017: a Data wrangler perspective. The OU is going through several fundamental changes, whereby strategic, pedagogical informed research and insight what drives student learning and academic performance is essential. One of the strategic priorities of Students First (Open University UK, 2017b) and big shifts in OU Redesign (Open University UK, 2017a) is to “simplify and clarify choice for students based upon recommend learning and/or appropriate directed pathways”. Making sense of Big Data in particular can be a challenge, especially students are following different pathways and qualification routes across the OU. Demand for actionable insights to help students make the best out of their OU experience and qualification in particular is currently strong (Open University UK, 2017a, 2017b), especially a desire for evidence of impact of “what works” (Ferguson & Clow, 2017). Furthermore, insights from big data and learning analytics in particular are now increasingly taken into consideration at the OU when designing, writing and revising modules, and in the evaluation of specific teaching approaches and technologies (Herodotou, Heiser, & Rienties, 2017; Herodotou, Rienties, et al., 2017; Rienties, Boroowa, et al., 2016).

With the new ways of working with Data Wrangling, first we have provided our basic statistical analyses in form of our Key Metrics report. Based upon three well-attended workshops to further improve our working with the Faculties in January/February 2017, for which we are forever grateful, we have further fine-tuned our ways of working, and Key Metrics report in particular (e.g., adding nations data). Second, the Datawrangler team has worked extensively with the Faculties on “bespoke requests” from Faculties, and where possible shared the insights across all Schools and Faculties. Some of this work is reflected in this report, while other insights will be shared in the next Autumn report. Third, the focus groups indicated that overall the Scholarly insight report was well received, but was rather lengthy and lacked specific input and recommendations for each Faculty.

Therefore, we have worked with key stakeholders to identify the top 10 big data and pedagogical “concerns and problems” in each Faculty, which we afterwards narrowed down to a top 5, and subsequently a top 3. Working organically in various Faculty sub-group meetings and in a google doc with various key stakeholders in the Faculties, we hope that our Scholarly Insights can help to inform and help first and foremost our students, but also spark some ideas how to further improve our module designs and qualification pathways. Some of the topics in this top 10 will be addressed in the next Autumn report, and we are of course keen to hear what other topics require Big Data and Scholarly insight.

Bart Rienties, Jekaterina Rogaten, Quan Nguyen, Chris Edwards, Mark Gaved, Deborah Holt, Christothea Herodotou, Doug Clow, Simon Cross, Tim Coughlan, Jan Jones, and Thomas Ullmann.

---

1 We are very grateful for the extremely useful input from the following people: Gerry Bolton, Ben Duncan-Jones, Alison Kirkbright, Gary Kitchen, Lynda Prescott, and Jean McAvoy from FASS, Keith Honnor and Sam Thorne from FBL, Carlton Wood, Maria Kantirou, and Tom Olney from STEM, and Chris Kubiak and Tyrrell Golding from WELS.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Qualification progression, assessment alignment, and learning gains
With the introduction of the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) a lot of attention is focused on measuring learning gains. Although the specific details of the proposed measurements and metrics to be used for learning gains still have to be determined by the UK Government, the broad assumption of the TEF is that universities that provide students with excellent teaching and learning opportunities will lead to high learning gains and value added, which will be financially rewarded. In Chapter 1 we analysed students’ progression through the OU degree using a so-called multi-level model techniques. In total 13,966 students were included in this analysis, whereby we selected several large qualifications for each Faculty. Students in this sample all have achieved minimum grade of “pass” on all modules they were enrolled in. As such, this sample represents students who were continuously “successful”. One would assume that the selected student cohort therefore would continuously do well and perform with similar grades over time, ideally with a positive learning gains.

In contrast to our expectations, our analyses indicated that in eleven out of twelve large qualifications students on average developed negative learning gains over time. After students completed their first module, our modelling indicated that students were predicted to have high grades for the next module, with the average module grade of around 70. However, in contrast to our predictions the module grades dropped as students progressed from their first module to the next module. As visually illustrated in Figure 2, this negative trend continued for most qualifications. A large part of this trend seems to result from institutional (module and qualification) factors, in particular when comparing the same modelling exercise with data obtained from another “Traditional University X” where most students did obtain positive learning gains.

Our multi-level analysis indicated that 12% of variance was explained on a qualification level, whereby each qualification trajectory was quite independent from one another despite some groups of students taking the same modules for different qualifications. Depending on the selected qualification students’ progression and learning gains in particular was significantly impacted. This is a relatively surprising finding, as in many qualifications students have substantial freedom to mix and match modules across the OU. Some qualifications seem to help students to obtain similar/comparable learning experiences and assessment outcomes, while more variation seems to be present in other qualifications. Our data wrangling Scholarly insight highlights a potential need to better align expectations and modules within a qualification across the OU, as students get substantially different experiences depending on the respective qualification they are enrolled into.

The largest portion of variance in this model was explained by individual student characteristics (e.g., effort, ability, socio-demographics). Given the widening access agenda of the OU one would hope that students from a widening access background, who might initially struggle on the first module, will become more successful over time. However, our multi-level

---

2 See for example the government perspective on learning gains (Johnson, 2015), or the perspectives by HEFCE (HEFCE, 2017; McGrath, Guerin, Harte, Frearson, & Manville, 2015)
analyses indicated that students with below average achievements on their first module tended to have a steeper drop in their consequent module attainments. In contrast, students who obtained above average grades in their initial module had a lower drop in their subsequent module attainments. Again this is in sharp contrast with Traditional University X, whereby many of the students who initially performed below average were able to catch-up.

Lastly, another relatively surprising finding was that the students’ journey from one module to another caused substantial transitional problems and imbalances in students’ progression (43% of variance). If a student scored 70 on the first and 70 on the second module, one would expect that this student would also score around 70 on the third module, fourth module, etc. However, substantial variation in module scores were present while students were working through modules in all qualifications, which could be explained by inconsistent alignment of grade descriptors across a qualification and variations in marking within a module. Beyond the potentially negative impact on motivation, confidence and long-term retention when students get lower grades over time, there are financial implications if students who were initially on a first class degree outcome eventually have to settle for something lower. Reflections from the Faculties about these results indicated a myriad and complex mix of potential reasons, which we cluster under three main headings:

Substantial freedom for students to select “unique” pathways: as highlighted by the detailed pathways that students can choose to complete a qualification, some programmes and qualifications have relatively fixed and structured pathways, whereby the options to choose different electives are limited. In contrast, other programmes and qualifications offer OU students wide and far reaching freedom to choose (one qualification had 84 potential pathways to complete a degree). However, the OU provides limited to no structural support which pathways would fit students’ needs and abilities, in contrast to other universities3.

Recommendation 1: The OU needs to improve how we communicate to our students which modules fit with their needs and abilities, and be more explicit about successful pathways for students to obtain a qualification.

Alignment of modules within a qualification: As also highlighted in Chapter 2, students experience substantially different learning designs, assessment practices, and workload fluctuations when transitioning from one module to another. Irrespective of actual marking practice, providing a consistent learning experience for students within and across a qualification will help students to adjust quickly and focus on their learning objectives, rather than spending a lot of time and effort trying to understand what is expected when a new module has a different design.

---

3 For example, in a large-scale adoption of Degree Compass, a course recommendation system, across two universities and two colleges in the US involving 40,000 students, Denley (2014) reported that the recommender analytics system steered students towards modules in which they were more likely to succeed. Similarly, in a large scale-adoption of E-advisor at Arizona State University, freshmen to sophomore retention rates increased from 76 to 84% (Phillips, 2013). Likewise, Denley (2014) found that a “six-year graduation rate... increased from 33 to 37.4%” (p. 65).
Recommendation 2: The OU needs to improve how we communicate and manage the students’ expectations of the learning designs and assessment practices from one module to another.

Recommendation 3: In the longer term, it would be beneficial to align the module designs across a qualification based upon evidence-based practice and what works, thereby allowing smooth transitions from one module to another in a qualification.

Alignment of marking within and across modules within and across qualifications: One potential explanation for the negative learning gains observed in the model is the effect of embedded expectations, norms and practice in relation to marking. Across some qualifications there appears to be a widespread deliberate approach of making early assessment relatively easy, both within modules (particularly the first TMA) and within qualifications (particularly the first module). This approach is intended to reduce drop-out, but may have unintended consequences. Furthermore, given that in most modules ALs are marking relatively small numbers of students, potential misalignments might be present which may not be immediately apparent when just looking at average grades and the normal distribution curves. Another potential explanation is the increasing difficulty of the material being assessed may not be completely accounted for in the marks awarded. Final-year-equivalent modules rightly contain much more difficult material than entry modules. Ensuring that this is properly accounted for in marking expectations and practice is challenging, even if there was consensus that it should be. Given that most variance in students’ marks (55%) is explained by module and qualification characteristics (at Traditional University X this was only 33%), there is both a tendency of over-marking as well as a lack of alignment of marking within and across modules.

Recommendation 4: It is essential that grades are aligned not only within a module but also across a qualification. For exam boards we recommend to include cross-checks of previous performance of students (e.g., correlation analyses) and longitudinal analyses of historical data to determine whether previously successful students were again successful, and whether they maintained a successful learning journey after a respective module.

Recommendation 5: We recommend that clearer guidelines and grade descriptors across a qualification are developed, which are clearly communicated to staff and students.

Recommendation 6: Given that many students follow modules from different qualifications, it is important to develop coherent university-wide grade descriptors and align marking across qualifications.
2. A consistent learning design experience?

In Chapter 2, we dug deeper into the learning designs of “successful” and “less successful” modules in the first year in each of the four Faculties. Within the OU, there is an increased recognition that learning design is an essential driver for learning. In Chapter 2 we specifically looked at how large modules at the OU are designed, and whether we can find common design trends which would allow students to easily transition from one module to another. Across the four faculties, three main trends could be observed.

**Workload balance**: Even though on a surface level modules in level 1 within a qualification or Faculty seem fairly similar, when looking at the actual learning design activities that students are expected to do on a weekly based substantial differences become apparent. The workload in some modules fluctuates substantially, whereby some modules take a gentle approach at the beginning of the module, while others double or even triple the workload in the first two to three weeks. A wide body of research and practice has highlighted that balanced workloads lead to better student progression and retention.

Recommendation 7: A balanced workload across level 1 with clear expectations what is expected across a module would help students to better plan their student journeys.

**Coherently mixing learning activities**: The types of learning activities that are developed and used within modules substantially fluctuate. In some Faculties not all seven learning design activities are included in the learning design, which may be appropriate for a specific context or pedagogy. At the same time, even within a Faculty some modules use some learning design activities (e.g., communication, experiential) while in follow-up modules these activities are not used, or new learning design activities are introduced (e.g., interactivity, productive) which were not included in the first introductory module. As a wide body of literature and practice has found that students’ expectations are mostly formed at the beginning of their learning journey, it is important to manage students’ expectations and inform them specifically what beyond “content” is expected.

Recommendation 8: A consistent and coherent mix of learning activities throughout a qualification is recommended, whereby students can develop effective coping and learning strategies over time.

**Balancing assessment with workload**: Given that assessments are stressful times for students, it is important to balance workload with the timing of assessments. In some modules assessments seem to be built on top of normal workload, whereby students in particular weeks have double or triple the average workload. In other modules, when assessment activities take place other learning activities are reduced to give students sufficient time to work on the assessments.

---

4 See for example our work on workload (van Ameijde & Edwards, 2015; van Ameijde, Weller, & Cross, 2016) and longitudinal modelling of student engagement and retention (Nguyen, Rienties, Toetenel, Ferguson, & Whitelock, 2017; Rienties & Toetenel, 2016)
Recommendation 9: A balanced approach of assessment and the other learning design activities will help students to prepare effectively for assessments.

3. BME attainment

In Chapter 3 we focussed on the widening access group of Black, Minority and Ethnic (BME) students. The percentage of BME students varies between faculties and schools, with undergraduate programmes in FBL/OUBS having the highest percentages, and STEM and FASS Arts & Humanities. As previously found, pre-existing completion and attainment gaps continue with a completion rate of 67% for BME students compared to 72.3% for White students and a pass rate of 57% compared with 67% for White students. When broken down into ‘good pass’ (first or 2:1) and ‘pass’ the attainment gap is particularly large with fewer BME students achieving a good pass (-18% points). Further analysis of undergraduate pass rates on L1-L3 modules across the range of ethnicities in all Faculties and schools shows that in all but one school (OUBS Law), Black students have lower pass rates than all other students (excluding those whose ethnicity is unknown). In Chapter 3 several good-practice and guidelines are provided how Faculties and staff can help to address the attainment gap.

Recommendation 10: The OU needs to develop an inclusive strategy that allows each individual student to maximise its potential.

Note that each chapter can be read independently and in any particular order. We do not expect you to read each section, but hope that specific sections per Faculty provide useful insights. We are looking forward to your feedback.
1. QUALIFICATION PROGRESSION, ASSESSMENT ALIGNMENT AND LEARNING GAINS

Background of measuring learning gains across a qualification

With the introduction of the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) a lot of attention is focussed on measuring learning gains (Johnson, 2015; McGrath et al., 2015). Although the specific details of the proposed measurements and metrics to be used for learning gains still have to be determined by the UK Government, future government funding might become related to students’ learning gains as part of the teaching excellence narrative (Johnson, 2015). The broad assumption of the TEF is that universities that provide students with excellent teaching and learning opportunities will lead to high learning gains and value added, which will be financially rewarded. In this Scholarly Insight report we will adopt the following definition of learning gains: growth or change in skills, abilities and knowledge that are related to the learning outcomes of the course (Rogaten, Rienties, & Whitelock, 2017). The OU is part of a range of 14 projects supported by HEFCE that aim to find appropriate methods to define and measure learning gains, and value-added of teaching and learning.5

Over the years, researchers and practitioners have been developing and testing a range of measurement approaches aiming to capture relative improvements in student learning (e.g., Anderson, 2006; Hake, 1998)6. One approach that is currently developed across a number of HEFCE projects is to use students’ academic performance as a proxy for estimating learning gains. This approach capitalises on the large quantities of student data routinely gathered by every university and enables comparisons between different subjects, or even across different universities. Furthermore, using students’ academic performance as a measure of learning progress has other advantages; firstly, it is widely recognized as an appropriate measure of learning, secondly, it is relatively free from self-reported biases, and thirdly, using academic performance allows a direct comparison of research findings with the results from other studies (Anaya, 1999; Bowman, 2010; Gonyea, 2005).

Although the use of grades as proxies for learning gains sounds attractive, it is important to recognise the potential limitations of using grades as proxies for learning gains. There may be a number of factors that might explain why learning gains in a qualification, and grades in particular, over time might go up or down. Within the TEF framework, an assumption is that as students develop knowledge and skills in a qualification, students will strengthen their abilities to interlink concepts, to master key skills, and to be able to solve increasingly complex problems (Higher Education Commission, 2016; Johnson, 2015; McGrath et al., 2015). If a qualification is well designed and assignments are aligned according to well-defined grade descriptors and/or rubrics (Bell, Mladenovic, & Price, 2013; O’donovan, Price, & Rust, 2004; Roblyer & Wiencke, 2003), it would be reasonable to assume that as the level of difficulty

5 http://www.hefce.ac.uk/lt/lg/ provides a list of all learning gains projects. The OU is involved in the Affective, Behavioural and Cognitive learning gains project https://ablearninggains.com/

6 The most common way of assessing learning gains is through use of pre-post testing (e.g., Dimitrov & Rumrill Jr, 2003; Lord, 1956). Although pre-post testing is considered as a standard and favourable approach for assessing learning gains, it can be a costly process, especially when measured across different modules.
increases the grading over time will be adjusted. If there is a lack of alignment in terms of grade descriptors between modules within a qualification, students might perform really well on one module, and underperform in a module that has relatively harsh grading policies. If we find large variations across modules or even “negative” learning gains across a qualification, this may imply that we may need to look at the potential alignments or misalignments between assessments within and across modules within a qualification.

Figure 1. Multi-level modelling: analysing students’ progression on three levels

In order to analyse students’ progression through the OU degree, a so-called multi-level model technique called 3-level growth curve model (Rogaten et al., 2017) was fitted on student overall module grades taken each year starting from October 2013/2014 onwards. One main benefit of using multi-level modelling is that it allows us distinguish module characteristics (Level 1: for example module structure, workload, complexity of assessments, alignment of assessments with previous and follow-up modules) from individual student characteristics (Level 2: for example effort, socio-demographics, gender, prior ability) from respective qualification characteristics (Level 3: for example qualification pathways, constructive alignment, employability focus) as illustrated in Figure 1. Moreover, using multilevel modelling it is possible to estimate what is the variance in students’ initial achievements and their subsequent learning gains depending on what module they are enrolled in and whether students’ initial achievements and learning gains depend on their individual differences and socio-demographic characteristics. While at the OU it seems to be common practice to compare average scores from one module to a next one, this of course ignores the fact that students following these modules might be different, the modules actually might be different (e.g., design, duration, complexity), and qualification characteristics might also have an impact on data. More importantly, by our multi-level analysis we followed the same students throughout their 13.966 unique learning journeys. In plain English, the advantage of multilevel models is in that simple models are not able to detect differences between modules when looking at qualification level performance, whereas multilevel modelling accounts for those differences.

7 At present, we are in the process of interviewing 45 students who had low, medium to high learning gains over time across the Faculties to further understand the complexities of students’ progression over time.

8 Multilevel growth-curve modeling allows for estimating individual students’ learning trajectories by fitting an overall average module curve and allowing each individual students’ curve to depart from the average module curve.
This will allow us to see how well students are performing within each module, and over time. As students at the OU can choose different pathways and elective modules, not only can we compare how students progress within a qualification (e.g., Student 1 and Student 2) and which order of modules is most beneficial in terms of obtained grades, but we can also compare how students complete modules from other qualifications (e.g., Student 2 following Module 1 in Qualification 2; Student 3 following Module 2 in Qualification 3).

“Successful” OU participants included in the sample

In total 13,966 students were included in this analysis, whereby we selected several large qualifications for each Faculty. Students in this sample all have achieved minimum grade of “pass” on all modules they were enrolled in. As such, this sample represents students who were continuously “successful”. For students who were enrolled from October 2013 onwards, this would in practice mean that they would have needed to pass 4-6 modules consecutively to be included, while students who were enrolled from October 2015 onwards they would only need to have passed at least two modules. This is a very important caveat, as OU research and practice has consistently shown that many students are not always successful in terms of completing consecutive modules (Calvert, 2014; Li, Marsh, & Rienties, 2016; Li, Marsh, Rienties, & Whitelock, 2017). Therefore, as a benchmark we would expect similar positive learning gains for these successful OU students as “Traditional university X” and University of East Anglia\(^9\) as the selected cohort of OU students passed all the modules they were enrolled in. One would assume that the selected student cohort (who passed all modules they were enrolled in) would continuously do well and perform with similar grades over time, ideally with a positive learning gains. Note that we appreciate that some qualifications, codes and names have substantially altered over time, so some of the subtleties are not necessarily captured in this retrospective longitudinal analysis.

---

Given that sensitive and confidential data about individual modules and qualifications are provided, we are unable to share the results in a public manner like ORO. Please contact bart.rienties@open.ac.uk if you want to receive a full copy of the detailed report, and indicate specifically whether or not you are a member of the Open University UK.

---

\(^9\) Traditional university X is part of the ABC learning gains project, and on average had a 5% learning gain across the three years, whereby 18 out of 20 qualifications had a positive learning gain. Similar calculations at University of East Anglia across 31 qualifications indicated an average learning gain across the three years of 1.49% (SD = 2.80, range = 4.58 to 5.52), as indicated at recent HEFCE event (HEFCE, 2017).
2 A CONSISTENT LEARNING DESIGN EXPERIENCE?

Background and approach
As highlighted by a wealth of literature on learning design at the OU (Conole, 2012; Conole et al., 2008; Nguyen, Rienties, & Toetenel, 2017b; Nguyen, Rienties, Toetenel, et al., 2017; Open University UK, 2016; Rienties & Toetenel, 2016; Rienties, Toetenel, & Bryan, 2015; Toetenel & Rienties, 2016a, 2016b), the Learning Design approach developed and used by the Open University is described as “a methodology for enabling teachers/designers to make more informed decisions in how they go about designing learning activities and interventions, which is pedagogically informed and makes effective use of appropriate resources and technologies” (Conole, 2012, p. 121). In other words, learning design is focused on ‘what students do’ as part of their learning, rather than on ‘what teachers do’ or on what will be taught. Within the OU, there is an increased recognition that learning design is an essential driver for learning (Nguyen, Rienties, Toetenel, et al., 2017; Rienties, Edwards, et al., 2016; Rienties & Toetenel, 2016; Toetenel & Rienties, 2016b; van Ameijde & Edwards, 2015; van Ameijde et al., 2016).

Table 10 Learning design taxonomy adapted from Rienties and Toetenel (2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning design activity</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assimilative</td>
<td>Attending to information</td>
<td>Read, Watch, Listen, Think about, Access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding and handling information</td>
<td>Searching for and processing information</td>
<td>List, Analyse, Collate, Plot, Find, Discover, Access, Use, Gather.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Discussing module related content with at least one other person (student or tutor)</td>
<td>Communicate, Debate, Discuss, Argue, Share, Report, Collaborate, Present, Describe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive</td>
<td>Actively constructing an artefact</td>
<td>Create, Build, Make, Design, Construct, Contribute, Complete,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential</td>
<td>Applying learning in a real-world setting</td>
<td>Practice, Apply, Mimic, Experience, Explore, Investigate,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive/adaptive</td>
<td>Applying learning in a simulated setting</td>
<td>Explore, Experiment, Trial, Improve, Model, Simulate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>All forms of assessment (summative, formative and self-assessment)</td>
<td>Write, Present, Report, Demonstrate, Critique.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning activities at the OU have been consistently categorized based on the learning design taxonomy (Table 10), and measured as the number of hours that are allocated for each type of learning activities. For more details of the learning design mapping process, we refer readers to the prior report (Rienties, Edwards, et al., 2016). In this report, we took a further step to explore the relation between learning design and module pass rates. Pass rates are defined as the percentage of registered students at 25% fee liability that completed the course and passed the final exam (grade above 40%). This section is structured as follows.

As highlighted in Chapter 1, OU students experienced substantially different modules and routes within qualifications, which may negatively influence their success in terms of grades over time. One of the strategic priorities of Students First (Open University UK, 2017b) and big shifts in OU Redesign (Open University UK, 2017a) is to “simplify and clarify choice for students based upon recommend learning and/or appropriate directed pathways, enabling us to reduce module count and increase student... We will have a single design authority to ensure that high quality and consistent user experience across the end-to-end student journey”. Therefore, in this Chapter 2 we specifically aim to look at how large modules at the OU are designed, and whether we can find common design trends which would allow students to easily transition from one module to another. Therefore, firstly we compare and contrasted the learning designs of two modules with highest pass rates versus two modules with lowest pass rates for each of the four Faculties. In order to produce meaningful comparisons, it was crucial to “control” for modules’ characteristics that could influence their pass rates. Therefore, the modules were selected based on their learning design data availability, same number of credits, same level, same presentation, and relatively same size. For each selected module, we visualised (1) the aggregate learning design, (2) the longitudinal learning design at weekly level, and (3) the inter-relationships of different types of learning design activities.

Given that sensitive and confidential data about individual modules and qualifications are provided, we are unable to share the results in a public manner like ORO. Please contact bart.rienties@open.ac.uk if you want to receive a full copy of the detailed report, and indicate specifically whether or not you are a member of the Open University UK.
3 WIDENING PARTICIPATION ACCESS AND SUCCESS FOR BME STUDENTS

A key aspect of the OU’s mission is to support students, whatever their backgrounds, to reach their potential and fulfil their ambitions. In the UK, The Office for Fair Access (2016) has set targets for all Higher Education Institutions through an Access Agreement and monitors their progress towards targets. Latest data show that 91% of targets relating to ethnicity were met in 2013-14 compared with 79% in 2012-13 (Office for Fair Access, 2016). Seven student characteristics/groups are currently monitored by Widening Access and Success (WAS) Team to address widening participation at the OU:

- Students with a Low Socio-Economic Status (SES) (18.4%)
- Black and Minority and Ethnic (BME) Students (12.5%)
- Carers (4.1%)
- Students with Disabilities (16.5%)
- Students in Secure Environments (0.9%)
- Low Occupational Status (11.2%)
- Low Previous Educational Qualifications (PEQs) (35.3%)

The emphasis in this Scholarly Insight Report will be issues concerning Black, Minority and Ethnic (BME) students and how they compound with other WAS categories, such as Low SES and Low PEQ. Accessibility, or issues concerning students with disabilities, was discussed in the Scholarly Insight Autumn 2016 report (Rienties, Edwards, et al., 2016). Tolley and Rundle (2006) suggested there is a strong research and policy profile to develop the attainment of BME students in UK Higher Education. Recent work at the OU is currently focusing on the ‘attainment gap’ between WP and other students. For example, there is a gap of varying percentages between each group and other students in terms of module completion, ranging from the smallest gap being students in a secure environment (-0%) and the largest being students with low occupational status (-9 to -16%). There are gaps ranging from -1% to -10% in the attainment between each group and other students, but when considering this data in terms of good passes the gaps increase from -4% to -19% (WAS Annual Report 2015-16).

---

10 The Widening Access and Success (WAS) Team in Learning and Teaching Innovation (LTI) have a central role in developing and supporting research and scholarship into widening participation and inclusion in higher education. They publish the Journal of Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning and administer the WAS portal which has been developed specifically to support faculty planning and curriculum design in terms of widening access and success. Three Access modules, specially designed to encourage widening participation, i.e. students who may not have had the opportunity to study higher education are presented. For example, on the 2016B presentations an average of 60% students had low Prior Educational Qualifications (PEQs).

11 The percentages in brackets represent the percentage of students in each group (academic year 2015/16).

12 Data from WAS Steering Group, Jan 2017. To meet their Access Agreement the OU has targets to increase the number of WP registrations by 2019/20. These vary by region, and efforts are focused on Wales where there is a target to increase the percentage from 17.1 to 22.3%, and in England the target is to move from 13.3% to 17.7%. NB: In early 2016 CICP (now part of LTI) and the Information Office conducted a review of the exact specification for all data used in WAS reporting and a number of changes in reporting and definitions were made. These changes are outlined in the WAS data update July 2016.
Given that sensitive and confidential data about individual modules and qualifications are provided, we are unable to share the results in a public manner like ORO. Please contact bart.rienties@open.ac.uk if you want to receive a full copy of the detailed report, and indicate specifically whether or not you are a member of the Open University UK.

Useful websites

Widening Access and Success A new WAS Portal to support faculties in terms of: data on registrations, completions and attainment and curriculum design. All WAS reports including focus reports on WP target groups can be found here: http://intranet6.open.ac.uk/teaching/widening-access-and-success-curriculum-design-support/

Widening Access and Success at the OU: http://www.open.ac.uk/about/wideningparticipation/
This website brings together WP policy and practice at the OU across the four nations, including events

Good Reads
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